
BIRDS 

  

The Parrot Who Thought She Was a Dog 

Nancy Ellis-Bell {636.6865 ELLIS-BELL} 

A memoir of one family’s life after adopting a rescued 

macaw, a one-footed, expletive-loving bird named 

Sarah that quickly takes over the house, the family, and 

the dog, and the misadventures they experienced 

before teaching the neglected bird how to fly. 

 
An Eagle Named Freedom: My True Story of a Remarkable 

Friendship – Jeff Guidry {639.9789 GUIDRY} 

An inspiring story describes how a dedicated man 

lovingly nursed a young eaglet with two broken wings 

back to health—and how this majestic bird later 

inspired him to triumph over his own life-threatening 

condition.  

 
Alex & Me: How a Scientist and a Parrot Discovered a 

Hidden World of Animal Intelligence–and Formed a Deep 

Bond in the Process – Irene M. Pepperberg 

{636.6865 PEPPERBERG} 

The story of a famous African Grey parrot documents 

his thirty-year relationship with his trainer and the 

ways in which his life has changed scientific 

understanding about language and thought.  

 
Wesley the Owl: The Remarkable Love Story of an Owl and 

His Girl – Stacey O’Brien {598.97 O’BRIEN} 

Chronicles the author’s rescue of an abandoned barn 

owlet, from her efforts to resuscitate and raise the 

young owl through their nineteen years together, 

during which the author made key discoveries about 

owl behavior. 

 
The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill: A Love Story… With 

Wings – Mark Bittner {921 BITTNER} 

The author describes his fascination with a flock of 

wild parrots that live on San Francisco's Telegraph 

Hill, his evolution into the local wild parrot expert, and 

his relationship with a documentary filmmaker. 

OTHER ANIMALS 

  

 A Lion Called Christian: The True Story of the Remarkable 

Bond between Two Friends and a Lion – Anthony Bourke 

and John Rendall  {599.757 BOURKE} 

A wondrous tale that tracks Christian’s migration from 

London streets to Kenyan wilderness. Most 

astonishing, is that in 1971, after a year’s absence, his 

old friends Bourke and Rendall returned to Africa and 

successfully reunited with Christian.  

 

The Good Good Pig: The Extraordinary Life of Christopher 

Hogwood – Sy Montgomery  

{636.4088  MONTGOMERY} 

An ardent nature lover describes her unique friendship 

with a pig named Christopher Hogwood, a once sickly 

piglet who helped her develop a new relationship with 

neighbors in her small-town community.  

  

A Buffalo in the House: A True Story of a Man, an Animal, 

and the American West  – Richard Dean Rosen 

{920 ROSEN} 

Traces the efforts of sculptor Veryl Goodnight and her 

partner to hand-raise a baby buffalo to help save the 

species from extinction, an endeavor during which the 

couple came to realize the unique bonding potential 

between buffalo and humans.  

  

A Chimp in the Family: The True Story of Two Infants-One 

Human, One Chimpanzee-Growing Up Together  

Vince Smith {636.9885 SMITH} 

The manager of the Diane Fossey Gorilla Fund’s 

mountain gorilla conservation program in Rwanda 

shares his extraordinary story of raising his human son 

and chimpanzee pet together while working at the 

Chester Zoo in England.  

Animal-Human 
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Through the good and the bad, our animal 

friends are always there for us. People 

develop deep bonds with animals because 

those animals will love us no matter what 

happens or what we say. Explore several 

endearing moments with these fascinating 

true stories! 
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DOGS 

 

Dreaming in Libro: How a Good Dog Tamed a Bad Woman 

Louise Bernikow {636.7092 BERNIKOW} 

Presents an amusing and poignant story about an 

eight-year relationship between an abandoned dog and 

his free-spirited owner, the special times they shared, 

and the incredible bond that developed between them 

from the moment she brought him home.  

  

Huck: The Remarkable True Story of How One Lost Puppy 

Taught a Family–and a Whole Town–About Hope and 

Happy Endings – Janet Elder {636.728 ELDER} 

Traces the inspirational story of a breast-cancer 

survivor whose new puppy ran away from its caregiver 

while the family was on vacation, a loss for which the 

author’s family was assisted by numerous helpers from 

the police chief to local school children.  

  

Bad Dog: A Love Story – Martin Kihn  

{636.7009 KIHN} 

The author describes how his life as an alcoholic 

spiraled out of control, to the point that his wife left 

him and his only chance at redemption was launching 

himself–and his unruly Bernese mountain dog, Hola–

into the world of competitive dog training.  

 

Katie Up and Down the Hall: The True Story of How One 

Dog Turned Five Neighbors into a Family – Glenn Plaskin 

{636.7009 PLASKIN} 

A celebrity journalist tells the inspiring story of his dog 

Katie, whose curiosity led him to befriend five 

neighbors in his Manhattan high rise, with whom he 

formed a makeshift family and weathered bad health, 

accidents, cold New York winters and even the terrors 

of 9/11.  

 

From Baghdad, with Love: A Marine, the War, and a Dog 

Named Lava – Jay Kopelman{956.7044 KOPELMAN} 

Presents the story of Marine Jay Kopelman’s efforts to 

have Lava, a dog found in Fallujah, sent to the United 

States.  

ALSO: From Baghdad to America: Life Lessons from a Dog 

Named Lava  

 Love is the Best Medicine: What Two Dogs Taught One 

Veterinarian about Hope, Humility, and Everyday Miracles  

Nick Trout {636.7 TROUT} 

Presents the inspirational story of two dogs and their 

human companions, sharing the author’s experiences 

as a veterinarian whose personal tragedy enabled a life-

saving cure for a dangerously sick patient. 

 

 Wallace: The Underdog Who Conquered a Sport, Saved a 

Marriage, and Championed Pit Bulls–One Flying Disc at a 

Time – Jim Gorant {636.7559 GORANT} 

The author shares the heartwarming tale of a pit bull 

rescued by a shelter volunteer who overcame 

considerable odds to become a World Champion 

competitive Frisbee dog. 

  

A Dog for All Seasons: A Memoir – Patti Sherlock 

{636.7374 SHERLOCK} 

The author explains how a Border Collie named 

Duncan helped her through the breakup of her 

marriage, her children growing up and leaving home, 

and her decision to stop raising sheep. 

   

Come Back, Como: Winning the Heart of a Reluctant Dog 

Steven Winn {636.7092 WINN} 

This tender and hilarious story describes one man’s 

uncommonly rich experience with a dog who wanted 

nothing whatsoever to do with him. 

 

Good Dog: Stay – Anna Quindlen 

{636.7 QUINDLEN} 

The author offers sometimes poignant, sometimes 

humorous reflections on living with her beloved black 

Labrador retriever Beau, describing how her life 

unfolded in tandem with Beau's and the lessons she 

has learned by watching him live his life. 

 

Marley and Me: Life and Love with the World’s Worst Dog 

John Grogan {636.752 GROGAN} 

Follows the life story of an exuberant Labrador 

retriever who gets into perpetual trouble and 

experiences a range of inspiring adventures, from 

shutting down an entire beach to guarding a 

seventeen-year-old neighbor after a tabbing attack. 

Rescuing Sprite: A Dog Lover’s Story of Joy and Anguish 

Mark R. Levin {636.7092 LEVIN} 

A radio talk-show host describes his family's 

relationship with a remarkable rescue dog named 

Sprite, a beautiful, loving, and gentle animal whose 

deteriorating health taught the entire family a lesson in 

friendship, love, joy, and grief. 

 

 

CATS 

 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Fearless Feline Tale, or, How I Learned 

about Love and Life with a Blind Wonder Cat  

Gwen Cooper {636.8092 COOPER} 

A pet rescue volunteer describes her relationship with 

a three-pound blind cat whose daredevil character and 

affectionate personality saw the author through six 

moves, a burglary and the healing of her broken heart. 

  

Making Rounds with Oscar: The Extraordinary Gift of an 

Ordinary Cat  – David Dosa {362.1756 DOSA} 

Shares the author’s experiences of working with the 

elderly and the story of a unique nursing-home cat 

whose uncanny, apparently precognitive vigils at the 

sides of residents who are about to die has enabled 

staffers to administer patient care and notice to loved 

ones.  

  

Dewey: The Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World 

Vicki Myron {636.8092 MYRON} 

Traces the author’s discovery of a half-frozen kitten in 

the drop-box of her small-community Iowa library and 

the feline’s development into an affable library mascot 

whose intuitive nature prompted hundreds of abiding 

friendships.  

ALSO: Dewey’s Nine Lives: The Legacy of a Small-Town Cat 

Who Inspired Million 

  

A Street Cat Named Bob: And How He Saved My Life 

James Bowen {921 BOWEN} 

Traces the story of an impoverished London street 

musician who after saving an injured and highly 

intelligent cat found his life profoundly changed in 

unexpected ways. 


